Books as gifts

To read on his/her own or to read with you

Cherries and Cherry Pits | Vera Williams
Chuck’s Truck | Peggy Perry Anderson
Corduroy | Don Freeman
An Egg is Quiet | Dianna Aston
Five for a Little One | Chris Raschka
Good Night, Gorilla | Peggy Rathman
Guess Whose Shadow? | Stephen Swinburne
Little Red Hen | Jerry Pinkney
Once Upon a Banana | Jennifer Armstrong
Sparkle and Spin: A Book about Words | Ann & Paul Rand
Take Care, Good Knight | Shelley Moore Thomas
Too Many Tamales | Gary Soto
We All Went on Safari: A Counting Journey Through Tanzania | Laurie Krebs
Winnie the Pooh (80th Anniversary Edition) | A.A. Milne
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Give kids a book and watch them read!